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Abstract : Osmotic dehydration has diverse application in fruits, vegetables and food processing industry. It is the 
process of partial removal of water from the sample by immersing it in the osmoactive solution. This preservation 

technique removes water in the form of liquid which does not involve latent heat of vaporization. This is one of the 

major attractions of osmotic dehydration to be used as the upstream partial dehydration technique. When compared 

to drying, osmotic dehydration combined with other drying techniques produces more desirable product qualities in 
terms of less enzymatic browning, retaining texture, color and flavor. Sensory characters are closer towards the 

natural product.The main problem with osmotic dehydration is, it is a slow and time consuming process, especially 

when it is used as infusion technique than as partial dehydration technique. Osmotic dehydration is focused on 
water removal where as infusion is focused on solid gain from osmoactive solution. It may even take weeks to 

complete infusion. In both the cases if the sample is pretreated the process of water removal or solid gain is 

hastened. Here both thermal and non thermal techniques like blanching, application of high pressure, high electric 
field pulse, ultrasound, gamma – irradiation, vacuum centrifugal force etc., can play a vital role in making the cell 

membrane more permeable. In this paper such techniques and their qualitative and quantitative advantage to the 

osmotic dehydration and infusion process were reviewed.   
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Introduction 

Fruits and vegetables contain nearly 70% to 95% of moisture which make them highly perishable
1
. If this 

moisture is reduced to some extent, bulk transportation of the final product can be made to other parts of the county 

where it is not available. Also the shelf life of the product is increased. Conventionally sun drying and hot air 
drying is used to dry and preserve the product. This produced discolored and shrinked products which were of not 

interest to patronage. When osmotic dehydration is used prior to drying steps it is evident that it conserves energy 

and reduces the heat damage to the product in terms of color, flavor etc.,
2 &3

. 

 
Osmotic dehydration generally removes moisture and reduces the weight of vegetables and fruits up to 

50%
4
. But this quantity is insufficient to increase the shelf life or stability of the product. To ensure maximum 
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moisture removal, osmotic dehydration is followed by air drying or other hybrid drying techniques such as Osmo-

convective, osmo-freeze drying, osmo-microwave drying,osmo-solar drying and osmo-microwave drying to get 
aesthetically acceptable and palatable product. In all the cases to improve the efficiency of the process, the porosity 

of the cell wall must be increased or the cell wall should be made more permeable or the fruit core should be 

exposed. This is the forum where this kind of review plays an important role. Optimization of process parameter 
would be essential for each fruit, keeping in mind the fruits final consumption and application. 

 

Osmotic Dehydration 

Osmotic dehydration (OD) is a partial dehydration technique, where the foods (vegetables, fruit, meat and 

fish) are immersed in osmoactive solutions such as sugar, salt or combined solutions. It involves 3 simultaneous 

mass transfer operations such as 1.Removal of water from the sample, 2. Intake of solids into the sample from the 
solution and 3. Elution of the samples own solute into the osmoactive solution. The following figure1shows the 

movement of solvent and solute during osmotic dehydration. 

The word osmotic dehydration and infusion are sometimes used interchangeably, but perception wise they 

are different. The purpose is also different. In osmotic dehydration water removal from the product is targeted, in 

infusion uptake of solids from hypertonic solution, intothe product is aimed.  The osmotic dehydration may be 

completed within few hours whereas infusion may take few days to few weeks. 

The infusion process is also called as candying process. In both cases the complex cellular matrix acts as 

semi-permeable membrane, and offers resistancetowater diffusion from the sample and solute diffusion from the 
hypertonic solution

5& 6
. Generally OD is a fusion of impregnation and dehydration technique that gives improved 

functional properties to food that are encouraging for drying and results in enhanced product quality. The graph in 

fig. 2 explains dehydration and infusion stages in detail. 

 

Fig. 1 Mass transfer in fruit tissue during osmotic dehydration 

 

Fig. 2 Pathway inlong term osmotic dehydration process. 
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Parameters evaluated 

The study reviewed in this work is based on various fruits and vegetables whose skin characteristics vary 

widely which in turn affects the mass transfer characteristics significantly. It is clearly noticed that the results and 

conclusions from these research work cannot be compared directly due to variability in equipment tested, 
experimental procedure, fruit variety, and parameters upon which effectiveness of drying was based. 

Traditional quality factors or parameters used to assess dryers are physical aspects such as taste, color, bulk 
density, puncture strength, shearing, and rehydration ratio

7, 8, 9, 10, 11 &12
. The results and conclusion focus on various 

technological developments. The potential and problematic areas are high lightened, which is the need of the hour. 

With the availability of various advance new techniques recently the quality factors studied are minerals, vitamins 

level, bioactive compounds level and energy efficiency.  

Comparison of Pretreatment technologies 

Pre-treatment methods and drying may contribute to the deterioration of both the eating quality and the 

nutritive value of a food product
13 &14

. Hence selection of pretreatment method according to consumer satisfaction is 

more important, which is left to the reader’s decision.  It should be decided keeping in mind the end use of the 
product. Detailed pretreatment values and process parameter measurements were omitted from this discussion 

owing to the inability to contrast various researches that uses different equipment, methodologies, operating 

conditions, evaluation parameters, fruit variety and the climate in which it is grown. Fig. 3 shows various 

classifications of pretreatment methods. The following section discusses various pretreatment methods such as 
chemical and physical treatments, the use of microwaves, pulsed electric fields, ultrasound, blanching and use of 

high hydrostatic pressure and its effect on the osmotic dehydration of food stuff. 

 

Fig 3. Classification of various pretreatment techniques 

Steam or Hot water Blanching 

Blanching is a thermal treatment used to loosen the cellular structure. It is the process of exposing the fruits 
in hot water or steam for a short time, to soften the skin. This treatment will loosen the skin and augment the solute 

or solvent transfer in and out of the membrane. For example tomatoes are dipped in hot water to loosen its skin. 

Blanching and cooking reduces the browning through the heat inactivation of Polyphenol oxidase (PPO)
 15

. But 

however the disadvantage of blanching or precooking was the destruction of food quality attributes like flavor, 
texture and nutritional losses. Optimization of the process for individual fruit and vegetable may help in this regard 

depending upon the end use of the product. 

Chemical Treatment  

In this process the fruit skin is either dissolved or treated with alkaline solution for the given time and 
temperature. Alkaline solutions with Ethyl Oleate (C20H38O2 ) improves the  water diffusion process and hence 

enhance the drying rates of fruits such as strawberries, grapes, prunes, blueberries, cherries and guavas
16 & 17

.It is 

showed that Ethyl Oleate (EO) redispenses the wax present on the skin of the treated cherries and they are 
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moderately dewaxed and thus increases the mass transfer rate of water through the cuticle.  EO effect on grapes was 

it wets the cell wall and improves its porosity
18

. Use of chemicals like anti browning agents (Lye treatment) 
removes the substrate (Phenolics and Oxygen) available for enzymatic browning. Example apple was dipped in  1%  

ascorbic acid  solution  for  5  minutes  before  proceeding  with  OD
19

. 

Mechanical Treatment 

Mechanical treatments are recommended for those fruits and vegetables which have waxy skin, such as 
tomatoes, grapes, berries etc. Skin pricking with needle, mechanical cutting into halves, extrusion (to increase the 

surface area for drying), abrasion and drilling holes on the surface
20

 are more commonly used. Increasing the 

porosity is found to yield good mass transfer rates. Porosity plays an important role in osmotic dehydration, 

especially in the beginning when, gas trapped in fruit tissue brings down the mass transfer rate. Thus, perforation 
will facilitate the degassing with an increase of the cell permeabilization

21
. 

For crane berries based on overall estimation of taste acceptability and moisture removal, cutting them into 
two halves provided the most convenient and practical pre-treatment technique prior to osmotic dehydration as 

compared to other techniques such as thermal and chemical methods
12

. Mechanical cutting for tomatoes and 

blueberries is not feasible due to the soft nature of these fruit. One more mechanical pre-treatment, that is 
perforating the skin, was tested on cherry tomatoes and cranberries

22&23
.It was estimated that the perforations 

should be not less than 20 to 30% of total surface area for this technique to be more effective
12

. The tomatoes are 

cleaned and perforated using needles with 1 mm diameter to a hole density of 16 holes/cm2, earlier to osmotic 

dehydration and convective air drying
22

. 

Application of High hydrostatic Pressure  

High Hydrostatic pressure processing (HPP) and ultrasounds are also used to alter the cell wall and to 

increase mass transfer during osmotic dehydration. The effect of HPP, vacuum, PEF and ultrasounds were studied 

and compared on osmotic dehydration of strawberries
21

. Pretreatment with PEF and HPP conserved the product 
properties (compactness and color) and enhanced mass transfer. The vacuum treatment during OD augmented solid 

gain and reduced the processing time. In some cases activation of polyphenoloxidase is triggered by high pressure 

treatment
23

.Also it reduced the floating of berries in further processing steps.  

Polyphenol oxidase (PPO) enzyme activity is reduced when high pressure treatment is combined with other 

methods such as blanching
23 & 24

.This gives fresh look to the cut or processed fruits or vegetables. 

High Electric Field Pulse and OD 

Pulsed electric fields (PEF) studied by Ade-Omowaye et al. (2001, 2003) seems to be an excellent option to 
improve water loss during osmotic dehydration and to reduce solute uptake, which results in minimal change of 

product taste. In this technique short bursts or pulse of voltage was given to food material that is placed between 

electrodes. The electrical parameters that should be controlled to optimize the process comprises of pulse 
duration,the field strength, number of pulses and pulseshape.In  red bell peppers, membrane permeabilization was 

augmented by PEF of 1, 1.5 and 2 kV strength field pulse with a steady pulse number of 20 and pulse duration 400 

± 50 μs was used
26& 27

. The OD treatment was given with sucrose/NaCl solution, 21.9 ºBrix and 2 ºBrix,   

respectively, and 50 ºBrix sucrose solution at 30 ºC.  Although water loss was augmented by 11-25 %, solid gain 
was improved by only 2-5 % in comparison with untreated samples.  Also the authors observed that after PEF, pore 

creation and pore development in cell membrane was time dependent and moreover it is not an instantaneous 

process. The basic PEF processing set-up consists of a capacitor, a voltage power supply, a charging resistance, a 
discharge switch and a treatment chamber

25
.The PEF circuit that produces square pulse and exponential decay pulse 

were given in figure 4 & figure 5 respectively
36

.The application of electric fields results in breakage of cell wall, 

cell membrane, pore formation or compression of cell membranes. Electrical breakage phenomenon is irreversible. 
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Fig. 4 PEF circuit – exponential decay pulse 

 

Fig. 5 PEF circuit – produces square pulse  

Gamma – Irradiation and OD 

Ionizing radiation (IR) is one of the most controversial food preservation methods. In 1992 even though 

WHO considered IR as nutritionally adequate and a safe method under the established Good Manufacturing 

Practice, several consumers still remain skeptical
28

. The maximum dose applied does not usually exceed 10 kGy, 
but there is no maximum limit recommended by WHO. During IR, gamma radiation from isotopes e.g. 137Cs, 

60Co, or electron beams were used. Compared to their food penetration the manipulation costs are high.   

The 137Cs, 60Co irradiation enhance food penetration, except it leads to environmental risks and operation 
costs are high

29
.Electron beams are easy to control and do not involve such risks. IR is considered a viable 

fumigant. In some cases it increases the product quality and shelf life
30

. A 1.74 kGy/h radiation is used to study the 

permeability of Witloof chicory. The radiation increased its membrane permeability, at the same time enhanced 
enzymatic browning

31
.To avoid this IR technique should be used in combination with other techniques. 

Vacuum Centrifugal force and Osmotic Dehydration 

The vacuum pressure (VP) technique is more commonly used
 32, 33 & 34

toimprove mass transfer rate during OD. The 

effect of mechanical vacuum osmotic dehydration (VOD), pulsed-vacuum osmotic dehydration (PVOD) on the 

mass transfer behavior using coconut pieces were studied
35

. The values of SG, WR and WL were comparatively 
higher than ordinary atmospheric pressure (OD) treatment. This may be due to the hydrodynamic mechanism which 

resulted in increased capillary action
34

. But the texture and color of the coconut pieces were affected by the vacuum 

pretreatment. The microstructure of PVOD treated samples were more deformed when compared to non-pretreated 
samples. 
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Conclusion 

Osmotic dehydration (OD) is one of the most promising pre-treatment techniques. It gives product of high 

quality and preserves reasonably good quantity of naturally occurring microelements and vitamins in fruits and 
vegetables. It also provides good returns in terms of less energy consumption, palatable, aesthetically acceptable 

and consumerpreferred product. It is found that using techniques like chemical treatment, mechanical treatment, 

blanching, high hydrostatic pressure, high electric field pulse, gamma irradiation and vacuum centrifugal force 

before or with osmotic dehydration will increase the efficiency of osmotic degradation in terms of drying rate and 
mass transfer rate. 
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